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Abstract
The inactivated vaccines of Foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) have been used widely in the world to
control Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD). But the virions (146S) of this virus are easily dissociated into
pentamer subunits (12S), thus limits the immune protective e�cacy of the inactivated vaccines when the
temperature is higher than 30°C. The cold-chain system can maintain the quality of the vaccines, but that
is usually not reliable in limited resource settings. Thus, it is imperative to improve the thermostability of
vaccine strains to guarantee the vaccines’ quality. In this study, 4 recombinant FMDV strains containing
single or multiple amino acids substitutions in the structural proteins (SP) were rescued by using a pre-
constructed FMDV type O full-length infectious clone (pO/DY-VP1). The assays used here indicated that
the single or multiple amino acids substitutions in SP may affect the viral replications to different
degrees. Furthermore, the heat and acid stabilities of the recombinant viruses were signi�cantly improved
comparing with the parental virus. Three well thermally stable strains of recombinant viruses (rHN/DY-
VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A-S2093H and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A-S2093H-Y2098F) were selected for inactivated
vaccine to immunize pigs. Blood samples were collected every week to prepare sera. Meanwhile the
effects of mutations in SP amino acids on the antigenicity were analyzed by viral neutralization test,
which showed that the substitutions of S2093H, Y2098F and S2093H-Y2098F did not affect the
immunogenicity. In addition, comparing to the parental virus, Y2098F mutation could increase the
thermostability signi�cantly (p<0.05). In conclusion, the rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F mutant is considered as a
potential vaccine strain in the future.

Introduction
Foot-and-mouth Disease virus (FMDV) with seven serotypes (include O, A, Asia 1, C, SAT1-3) is the
pathogen of Foot-and-mouth Disease (FMD), an acute and highly contagious infectious disease that
affects cloven-hoofed animals such as pigs, cattle and sheep [1,2]. Due to its serious impact on the
economy, politics and society of endemic countries or regions, FMD has been listed as the top 15 class A
severe animal infectious diseases by the O�ce International des Epizooties (OIE) [3]. Nowadays, FMD
control is predominantly carried out by the vaccination, of which the chemically inactivated vaccine is still
widely applied to prevent and control FMD. The studies have shown that FMDV capsids are generally
unstable, especially of the viral strains of the types O and SAT serotypes, which are very sensitive to
temperature and pH [4]. When the temperature is higher than 30℃ or the pH is less than 7, the capsid of
FMDV will depolymerize [4,5], leading to the decrease of the effective antigen (146S) content in vaccine
so as to affect their immune protection e�cacies [6–8]. At present, the main concern relevant to the
conventional FDM vaccines are the antigen instability[9], the short-lived immunity with approximately 6
month duration and the inability to stimulate the high cell-mediated immunity with the animals [10–12].

To maintain the e�cacy of the FMD vaccine, the expensive cold chain transportation system is required
[13, 14]. However, cold chain storage and transportation are not completely reliable. For example, there is
lack of the extensive and the reliable frozen facilities in some terminal nodes of vaccine transportation.
So, it’s di�cult to guarantee the e�cacy of vaccines. Statistics show that nearly 50% of vaccines are
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discarded and wasted every year in the world, due to poor storage management during transportation
[15]. In addition, it is also expensive to keep the vaccine in a relatively stable cold environment for a long
period. According to statistics, the expenditure on vaccine cold-chain system in some developing
countries or regions is up to 80% of the total �nancial cost [16,17]. Therefore, improving the
thermostability of the vaccine virus strain and preparing a thermally stable vaccine will obtain the great
value and the market prospect.

So far, there are two main methods to improve the thermostability of the virus: (1) Introducing peptides on
the virus surface that can induce self-biomineralization. For example, Wang et al. [18] integrated the
biomimetic nucleating peptides that can induce calcium phosphate mineralization onto the capsid
protein of enterovirus 71 (EV71), which increased the thermal stability of EV71 signi�cantly. (2)
Introducing rational amino acids into structural proteins that increase the interactions within viral protein
subunits or between the capsid-nucleic acids. Mateo et al. [19] constructed two recombinant mutant
strains of FMDV (A2065H and D3069E-T2188A) by reverse genetics, which proved that the two mutant
viruses could increase the thermo-stability signi�cantly, comparing with the parental virus. Kotecha et al.
[20] constructed the FMDV serotype SAT2 mutant strain containing S2093Y, which showed the better
thermo-stability than that of the original wild strain. Scott et al. [21] also showed that the mutation
S2093H in serotype SAT2 recombinant virus could also improve the thermo-stability, and serotype SAT2
mutant strain containing S2093H could be selected as a candidate for stabilizing SAT2 vaccine.

Here in this study, a full-length infectious clone of FMD type O marker virus with the excellent
immunogenicity was used as the skeleton, and some key amino acids of FDMV structure protein related
to the thermo-stability were mutated. Then, several recombinant strains were constructed and rescued.
Furthermore, their biological characteristics, temperature and pH inactivating rates and immunogenicity
were evaluated to assess their stability. To sum up, we reported that the rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F mutant
carrying substitution Y2098F could be a candidate for developing an inactivated FMD vaccine with the
enhanced thermostability.

Materials And Methods

Cells, viruses, and plasmids
BHK-21(Baby hamster kidney clone 13 cells; strain 21; ATCC CCL-10) were maintained and propagated in
minimal essential medium (MEM) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco, Australia). BSR-T7/5 cells
expressing T7RNA polymerase were obtained from Karl-Klaus Conzelmann (Max-von-Pettenkofer Institut,
Munich, Germany) and were cultivated in Glasgow minimal essential medium (GMEM) supplemented
containing 10% FBS and 4% tryptose phosphate broth, 10% FBS. Besides, in alternate passages, 1 mg/ml
G418 was added to ensure maintenance of the T7 polymerase gene. All cells were grown in a humidi�ed
chamber at 37℃ supplemented with 5% CO2. The plasmid pO/DY-VP1, a previously constructed type O
FMDV full-length infectious clone which based on the constructed FMDV vaccine strain pOZK/93 − 08
[22], 3B1 and 3B2 were mutated(4AGP6-4TAA6) to eliminate the dominant epitope of 3B non-structural
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protein, served as the genetic backbone to construct some recombinant cDNA clones containing single or
multiple capsid-stabilizing mutations in the structural protein. The virus recovered from pO/DY-VP1 is
referred to as rHN/DY-VP1 (parental virus) which cannot react with monoclonal antibody 3B4B1.

Identi�cation of stabilizing residues and Generation of
recombinant cDNA mutants
Some recombinant virus mutants were designed in the plasmid pO/DY-VP1 (Fig. 1a) for studying the
function of single or multiple mutations. According to the reported substitutions responsible for the
thermostability [20,21], three mutants S2093F, S2093H and Y2098F were introduced in VP2. Additionally,
V2090A was included in subsequent process because this substitution was suspected to help other
introduced mutant for being passaged stably in cells. Five schemes were designed, containing S2093F,
Y2098F, V2090A-S2093F, V2090A-S2093H and V2090A-S2093H-Y2098F. The site-directed mutagenesis
were performed by a bio-tech company called GENEWIZ (Suzhou, China, www.genewiz.com.cn) and all
the molecular constructs were performed by using standard molecular biological techniques [23]. All
recombinant plasmids were veri�ed by nucleotide sequencing and ensure that there was no other
mutation occurring in the cloning process.

Transfection and virus recovery
The Not I-linearized recombinant plasmids were puri�ed by a QIAquick PCR Puri�cation Kit (Qiagen), and
transfected into BSR/T7 cells monolayers with a Gene Pulser Xcell (two pulses at 150V and 950 uF) and
Ingenio® Electroporation Kits (Mirus). The cells were further maintained at 37℃ in growth medium. After
48–72 h, The BSR-T7 cells showed cytopathic effects (CPE) and were frozen at -80℃. After thawing and
centrifugation, the virus-containing cell culture supernatants (named ‘passage 0’, P0) were serially
passaged 8 times on BHK-21 cells. The total RNA was extracted from passage 8 supernatant of each
rescued virus, and nucleotide sequencing veri�ed that the mutated viruses derived from the genome-
length cDNA (Fig. 1a).

Plaque, growth kinetics and thermal inactivation assays
Each plaque assays were performed in a 6-well plate and repeated 3 times. BHK-21 monolayer cells were
infected with 200uL serial dilutions of viral samples. After 1 h incubation at 37°C, the cells were overlaid
with 2 mL gum tragacanth (MP Biomedicals). After incubating at 37°C for 48 h, cells were �xed in 50%
acetone and 50% methylalcohol and stained with 1% crystal violet, as previously described [24].

Growth kinetics of the virus was performed with plaque assays. Con�uent monolayers of BHK-21 cells
were infected with mutant viruses and parental virus at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.1 at 37°C.
After 1h of adsorption, the inoculum was removed, and cells were washed with 0.01 M phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS; pH7.4) to remove unattached viruses. Then, cells were supplemented 2mL complete
medium and incubated at 37°C. At 4, 8, 12 and 20 h.p.i., the virus-infected supernatants were collected
and frozen at -80°C. Virus titers were calculated by plaque-forming units (PFU) mL− 1, as described
elsewhere [25].

http://www.genewiz.com.cn/
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Thermal inactivation was performed on parental and recombinant viruses cell culture supernatants which
were uniformly diluted to 5×105 PFU/mL in TNE buffer (100 mM Tris, pH 7.4, 10 mM EDTA, 150 mM
NaCl), completely as described previously [26]. After that, infectious particles were put into 42℃ water
bath for different times of heat treatment. To be speci�c, all viruses were incubated at temperatures of
42°C for 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 120, 180, 240 min and 49°C for 0, 15, 30, 45, 60 min. Immediately after the heat
treatment, these viruses were cooled onto the pre-prepared ice, and the viruses were titrated on BHK-21
cells by plaque assays. Each experiment was repeated twice. In addition, a pH inactivation kinetics assay
was performed in TNE buffer (pH = 6.0) with a steady temperature (25°C) for 0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 120 min.
The logarithmic values of all viruses titers at the different time points were linearly �tted respectively, then
the slopes were calculated which could be used to determine the inactivation rate [27,28]. The percentage
of infectious particles remaining was also computed and plotted [29], which was determined as the titer
at each time point divided by the initial titer (0 min)×100%.

Virus inactivation, Puri�cation
The eighth passages of parental and mutants’ viruses were expanded and cultured on BHK-21 cells. After
being freezed-thawed for 3 times, the cells were centrifuged at 4℃ at 1500 × g for 30min to remove the
cell fragments and collect the supernatant and lysates. Clari�ed supernatant was made 1.2% in binary
ethyleneimine (BEI) and inactivated at 30℃ for 28h [30]. During the inactivation period, the mixture is
reversed and mixed per hour. Inactivated virus was inoculated into 2-day-old suckling mice to test whether
the virus was inactivated completely [31].

Inactivated viruses were concentrated with 80 mL/L polyethylene glycol 8000 (PEG 8000; Sigma-Aldrich)
and puri�ed on 10 g/mL to 50 g/mL sucrose density gradients (SDG), and the mixture was centrifuged at
4℃, 104 000 × g for 3 h. Following fractionation, 146S were collected by measuring the absorbance at
260 nm. The collected 146S was centrifuged at 130 000 × g for 4h at 4℃ to remove sucrose, and the
supernatant was discarded. The precipitation was then resuspended with 200 uL TNE buffer (50 mM
Tris/HCL [pH 7.4], 10 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl) [26].

Immuno�uorescent assay
BHK-21 cells (2 ×105) grown on a six-well plate were infected with parental and mutant virus at a MOI of
1 respectively. At 5 h post-infection (p.i.), the cells were �xed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min at
4℃. The cells were washed three times and permeabilized for 10 min with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS and
blocked for 1 h with 5 g/mL BAS bovine serum albumin in PBS. Then, the cells were washed with PBS 3
times and incubated for 1 h with MAb 3A24 or 3B4B1 (MAb 3A24 directed against AEKNPLE (residues
99–105) epitope in NSP(Non-SP) 3A of FMDV and MAb 3B4B1 directed against GPYAGPMER (residues
1–9) epitope in NSP 3B2 were obtained from the Lanzhou Veterinary Research Institute (LVRI)), then the
cells were washed 5 times and stained with �uorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated goat anti-
mouse IgG antibody (purchased from Sigma) for another 1h. The cells were observed in a Leica
DMI6000B �uorescence microscope.

Animal experiments
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The animal experiments were performed under Biosafety Level 3 conditions in the animal facilities at
LVRI following the protocol approved by the Review Board of LVRI, Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Sciences (Permission number: SYXK-GAN-2004-0005). At the beginning of the experiments, all animals
were negative for FMDV speci�c antibodies. The animals were euthanized by intravenous injection of
sodium pentobarbital at the end of all experiments.

Brie�y, sixteen 3-month-old pigs were divided into 4 groups which were kept in a separate room
respectively. Pigs in group 1 were inoculated with the vaccine containing inactivated parental virus, and
which in group 2–4 were inoculated with the vaccine containing inactivated mutant virus separately.
Each animal received 3µg of puri�ed 146S antigen formulated in water-in-oil-in-water emulsions with
Montanide ISA 201 (Seppic, Paris, France) by intramuscular injecting on days 0. Furthermore, serum
samples collected at 7, 14, 21, 28, 35 and 42dpi were tested by virus neutralizing-antibody titers (VNT) as
previously described [32].

For the guinea-pig experiments, inactivated parental and stabilized mutant viruses were emulsi�ed with
ISA201 adjuvant, then 40 guinea pigs, aged 2 months, were divided into 4 groups (n = 10 per group).
Group 1 was inoculated with the vaccine which contained inactivated parental virus and was stored for 4
months at 4°C, and group 2–4 was inoculated with the vaccines which contained inactivated mutant
virus respectively and were stored for 4 months at 4°C. Each guinea pig received 0.5 µg of puri�ed 146S
antigen by intramuscular injection. Furthermore, serum samples collected at 28 dpi were tested by virus
neutralizing-antibody titers (VNT) as previously described [32]. The experiments were repeated with the
same volumes after the vaccines had been stored for 6 months at 4°C.

No statistical method was used to predetermine sample size. Group sizes for the pigs and guinea-pigs
immunization studies were consistent with those in previously published studies [33,34].

Titration of neutralizing antibodies
The sera from guinea pigs and pigs were prepared from blood samples. Neutralizing-antibody titers were
calculated by the Spearmann-Karber method, and were expressed as the reciprocal of the highest serum
dilution neutralizing 50% of 100 TCID50 of the homologous virus [35]. The mean antibody titers of each
group were compared with threshold antibody titers that have previously been shown to correlate with
protection [33,34].

Date analysis
All statistical analyses and the graphs were carried out using GraphPad Prism v5.0 (GraphPad Software).
P < 0.05 was considered statistically signi�cant.

Results

Design of mutation and generation of the recombinant
viruses
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To establish the effects of the individual or the multiple amino acids substitutions in the FMDV’s
structural proteins (SP), we constructed the recombinant virus mutants in an infectious, genome-length
clone of FMDV, pO/DY-VP1 (Fig. 1a). We introduced the following amino acids substitutions into the VP2
coding region: S2093F, S2093H and Y2098F, which were responsible for the resistance to heat [20,21]. At
�rst, we just introduced S2093F substitution into the infectious clone pO/DY-VP1, and the constructed
plasmids were termed as pO/DY-VP1S2093F. The therefore achieved infectious mutant viral strain named
as rHN/DY-VP1S2093F was obtained by the transfection of the corresponding linearized plasmids into
BSR/T7 cells and passaged in BHK-21 cells. After eight consecutive passages (P8), the sequence
analysis illustrated that some of the rHN/DY-VP1S2093F strain containing S2093F were reversed, but the
rest of the rHN/DY-VP1S2093F containing the expected substitution S2093F gained an extra rHN/DY-
VP1S2093F mutation V2090A during the passage. The reason for that phenomenon is that some
compensatory mutations prone to occur, contributing to the increasing genetic stability in some virus
passage studies [36]. It was speculated that the presence of V2090A substitution could increase the
stable inheritance of other introduced thermostable amino acids. As a result, a mutation of V2090A was
introduced into some of the later designed constructs. Eventually, four mutants Y2098F, V2090A-S2093F,
V2090A-S2093H and V2090A-S2093H-Y2098F were constructed, and four infectious mutant viral strains
were obtained and sequenced after eight consecutive passages (P8). The results illustrated that the four
mutant viral strains had been expected, with no other mutations found. The parental and mutant viral
strains were analyzed with the indirect immuno�uorescence assay. The testing results showed that the
recombinant viral strains have the skeleton of parental virus rHN/DY-VP1 (Fig. 1b), indicating that the 4
recombinant strains were rescued successfully and named rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093F,
rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H−Y2098F respectively. Furthermore, recombinant
strains were veri�ed by Negative-stain electron microscopy. The assay revealed that the clear and the
intact virions of the recombinant strains, whose morphological structure and the same size (around
25nm) identical to the parental virus [37].

Infectivity and growth characteristics of the engineered
mutants
As shown in Fig. 2a, the plaque morphologies of the rescued strain rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-
VP1V2090A − S2093F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H−Y2098F were formed on
BHK-21 cells and were similar to that of the control virus rHN/DY-VP1, showing that the introduction of
the thermostable mutations had little in�uence on the infectivity of the recombinant strains.

In order to explore the growth properties of the parental and the four mutant viruses in more detail, growth
kinetics were assayed in BHK-21 monolayer cells. The assay results in Fig. 2b showed that the titer at 4–
8 h p.i. of the 4 rescue strains were similar to that of the parental control virus (p > 0.05). After the cell was
infected for 12h with different viral strains, the titers of rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − 

S2093H−Y2098F were similar to that of the parental rHN/DY-VP1 (p > 0.05); while the titers of saved rHN/DY-
VP1V2090A − S2093F and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H were signi�cantly lower than that of rHN/DY-VP1 (p < 
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0.05). The possibly reason for that maybe the over-stabilization hinders during the release of the viral
genome during the viral cell entry. At 20 h.p.i, the titers of the 4 recombinant strains were similar to that of
their parental strain rHN/DY-VP1 (p > 0.05). In conclusion, the �nal results indicated that the replication
capacity of 4 recombinant viral strains were similar to that of parental virus on the whole.

Thermal and acid stabilities of the mutants determined by
thermal inactivation assay
The inactivation rate and the residual infectious particles of the virus were assayed after the temperature
treatment, the key indicator of thermal stability. The rescued viral strains and the parental virus were
uniformly diluted with titers of 5×105 PFU/mL and were either treated at pH 6.0 or heated at 42°C or 49°C
for different times, up to 4 h (Fig. 3). The inactivation rate of the parental virus and mutant strains at 42°C
or 49°C was obtained by calculating the slope of linear kinetics. The lower inactivation rate means that
the virus is more stable.

At 42°C, the inactivation rate of parental viral strain rHN/DY-VP1 was 0.0052min− 1; and the percentage of
the remaining infectious particles was 4.4% after 240 min treatment (Fig. 3a and 3b). As for mutant
strains rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A 

− S2093H−Y2098F, the inactivation rates were 0.0044, 0.0054, 0.0049, and 0.0045 min− 1, respectively, and the
percentage of the infectious particles remaining were 8.6%, 4.8%, 8.0% and 7.4%, respectively (Fig. 3a and
3b). The data showed that the inactivation rates of rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H and
rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H−Y2098F were lower than that of the parental strain rHN/DY-VP1, and the
capsids of these three recombinant viruses depolymerized more slowly at 42℃.

The infectious viral particles were tested at 49°C for 1h for further study of the thermo-stability of the
mutant FMDV strains. The inactivation rate of parental virus rHN/DY-VP1 was 0.014min− 1, and the
remaining percentage of the original infectious viral particles was 15.4% after 60 min treatment (Fig. 3c
and 3d), but the inactivation rates of the mutant viral strains rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − 

S2093F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H−Y2098F were 0.009, 0.039, 0.031 and
0.008 min− 1, respectively. The remaining percentage of the infectious particles of those 4 types of mutant
viral strains were 32%, 0.35%, 0.88% and 35%, respectively (Fig. 3c and 3d). The testing data showed that
the inactivation rates of rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H−Y2098F were lower than that of
parental strain rHN/DY-VP1, and the capsids of those two recombinant viral strains depolymerized more
slowly at 49℃.

In order to test the stability of recombinant virus in the acid environment, the acid inactivation assay was
conducted at pH 6.0 in the room temperature. The assay results showed that, comparing to that of the
parental virus (0.0038 min− 1), those mutations improved pH stability for the mutated viral strains
rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F (0.0028min− 1), rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093F (0.003 min− 1), rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H

(0.0022 min− 1), and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H−Y2098F (0.0035 min− 1) (Fig. 3e). The remaining
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percentages of infectious particles after 2 h treatment at pH 6.0, of mutant viral strains the rHN/DY-
VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H−Y2098F

were 44.4%, 35.6%, 46% and 38.0%, respectively, higher than 22.6% comparing to the parental virus
rHN/DY-VP1 (Fig. 3f).

Immunogenicity of stabilized mutants
The virus neutralization test was carried out to analyze whether heat-resistant mutations would affect the
immunogenicity of the parental virus. The results shown in Fig. 4a, that all pigs were vaccinated after the
parental strain rHN/DY-VP1 and the mutant strains rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H and
rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H−Y2098F were made into vaccines. The blood samples were collected and
neutralizing tested every 7 days until the 7th week. The protective neutralizing antibody titers (VNTs)
produced by each types of potential viral vaccine strains were calculated and plotted using the average
data of each group. The results of statistical analysis showed that the levels of neutralizing antibodies
produced by rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H−Y2098F

potential vaccine strains were roughly identical to that of the parental rHN/DY-VP1 vaccine strain (P > 
0.05). At the same time, the data indicated that the high levels of protective neutralizing antibodies (VNT 
≥ 2log10) provided the protection for the pigs on day 35 after immunization of the potential vaccine
strains [33].

The immunogenicity was further compared after long-term storage at 4℃ to study the stability of the
potential thermo-stable recombinant vaccine strains. We stored the potential parental and recombinant
viral vaccine strains equally at 4°C for 4 months, which we then used to vaccinate two groups of the
guinea pigs, ten of them in each group. The titers of the protective neutralizing antibody produced by
each potential vaccine stain were calculated and plotted for comparing the average data of each group
(Fig. 4b). The data comparison showed that only potential rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F vaccine strain produced
signi�cantly higher titer of the neutralizing antibodies than the parental rHN/DY-VP1 strain (P < 0.05). The
potential recombinant rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F vaccine strain showed the better stability than the potential
parental vaccine strain rHN/DY-VP1.

In a further iteration, we stored the parental and recombinant vaccine strains equally at 4°C for 6 months,
which we then used to immunize two groups of the guinea pigs, ten of them in each group (Fig. 4c). The
data comparison showed that only the potential rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F vaccine strain produced signi�cantly
higher neutralizing antibodies than the parental rHN/DY-VP1 (P < 0.05). The potential recombinant
rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F vaccine strain showed the better stability than the potential parental vaccine strain
rHN/DY-VP1.

Discussion
Although the present conventional FMD vaccines can prevent clinically, the protection period is short
lived, normally approximately 6 months [10–12]. Therefore, if the duration of the vaccine strain’s stability
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could be increased, the FMD vaccines could have the potential to be more durable and more protective. At
present, studies on the thermal stability of the capsids of FMDV still meet some di�culties [21]. The
thermal stability of FMDV can be in�uenced by the disulphide bridges, electrostatic interactions, hydrogen
bonds, and salt bridges of the viral capsids [20,38,39]. Mateo and his colleagues suggested that the
disul�de bonds or the electrostatic interactions between the viral subunits could be used to increase the
FMDV’s thermostability, which can be an effective tool for development of the better vaccines [19]. We
designed the mutation scheme and experimental scheme here by referring to the previous studies and the
described mutation sites of the FMDV’s structural proteins [20]. With this research, we hope to screen out
the strains with the excellent characteristics and the thermal stability to provide the improvement for the
FMDV’s inactivated vaccines.

Based on the bonding energies in silico [18], 5 mutations were eventually designed. Since VP2 93 is an
important site, each of the 5 mutation schemes contains the VP2 93 mutation. The S2093H and Y2098F
substitutions were used together to form a double-mutated sites mutant strain, which is better comparing
to the mutants strains containing only a single heat-resistant mutation. A new amino acid mutation,
V2090A, emerged during the viral passage, which we suspected a compensatory mutation contributing to
the stable inheritance of VP2 93 substitution.

The experiments of biological characteristics showed that the titers of the viral strains containing S2093F
and S2093H mutation at 12 h.p.i, were lower than that of the parental strain. It is possible that
overstabilization leads to poor uncoating and replication of FMDV. O 'donnell et al. found that the
effective release of viral RNA in cells is necessary for FMDV replication [40].

Based on the free energy values of FMDV’s binding published by Kotecha and colleagues [16], S2093F
was more stable than S2093H and Y2098F, but our experiments showed that for the increase of the
thermal stability, the Y2098F and the S2093H-Y2098F mutated strains were better than the S2093H. It
was also proved in our study here that the Y2098F mutation was better than S2093H mutation to
increasing FMDV’s thermal stability. Similarly reported that the Y2098F substation strain is more
thermally stable with the FMDV’s serotype VLP strains [41]. Our testing results relevant to the viral thermal
stability proved that the three mutation modes of S2093H, Y2098F and S2093H-Y2098F not only had no
lethal effect on the mutated viral strains, but also could increase the thermo-stability of FMDV’s serotype
O strains.

FMD’s virions are not only extremely thermolabile but also remarkably acid labile. FMDV’s acid sensitivity
is mainly regulated by electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonds formed by the side chain of amino
acid residues in the viral capsid [42]. Because there are some similarities in the determining factors of
FMDV’s thermo-stability and its acid stability, it is possible that a heat-resistant FMDV strain can also has
the increased resistance to the acid inactivation treatment. In this study, the acid inactivation experiments
proved that rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H−Y2098F strains
had not only the heat resistant properties but also the acid stabilities.
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In order to further evaluate the potentiality of the heat-resistant recombinant viral strains as a possible
candidate strains for the inactivated FMD vaccine, the immunogenicity of recombinant viral strains was
investigated. The results here showed that rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A − S2093H and rHN/DY-
VP1V2090A − S2093H−Y2098F strains had the similar immunogenicity with the parental rHN/DY-VP1 strain,
indicating that the Y2098F, S2093H and S2093H-Y2098F mutations did not in�uence the immunogenicity
of the O serotype FMDV. Meanwhile, guinea pigs were further immunized with the potential vaccine
strains prepared by the aforementioned recombinant strains and the parental strains at 4℃ for different
periods of time to analyze the differences in the immune response in the body, induced by the
vaccination. The results here showed that after 4 or 6 months of refrigerated at 4℃, the vaccine prepared
by rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F recombinant strain induced the animal to produce the higher neutralizing
antibodies comparing to the parental virus (P < 0.05), indicating that the Y2098F mutation could
signi�cantly increase the thermal stability of the potential vaccine strain.

In particular, the titer of neutralizing antibody produced by the recombinant strain in the animal body in
this study was twice as high as that of the parental viral strain, although it is not as high as previously
reported in the literature [20], which may be due to the lower dose of antigen inoculated when the animals
were vaccinated.

In conclusion, the rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F recombinant heat-resistant strain can act as a kind of potential
vaccine candidate. The rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F strain is not only thermally stable and pH-stable, but also
similar to its parental strain in the infectivity and the replication. More importantly, the immunogenicity of
the recombinant strain was not in�uenced by the mutations of the amino acids aforementioned, and the
rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F recombinant vaccine strain was more stable than the parental viral strain. We believe
that the rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F could be selected as the potential effective FMD type O vaccines with the
better thermo-stabilities in the future.
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Figure 1

The design of mutation and the generation of the recombinant FMDV serotype O Strains. (a) The
structure diagram of the recombinant plasmid pO/DY-VP1 and the thermally stable mutations introduced
into pO/DY-VP1. The amino acid residues are numbered respectively for every protein. In the mutant
names, the �rst digit indicates the protein (VP1, VP2, or VP3) and the last three digits the amino acid
position; the �rst letter stand for the original amino acid; the last letter stand for the substituting amino
acid. UTR, untranslated region. The 3B1 and 3B2 of the plasmid pO/DY-VP1were mutated (4AGP6-
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4TAA6). (b) The indirect immuno�uorescence results of rescued FMDV serotype O strains were roughly
identical to that of the parental FMDV serotype O strain. Both the parental strain and the recombinant
strains could react strongly with MAb 3A24; while all the viral strains completely lack the reaction to MAb
3B4B1. The results of rvOZK/93-08 (recovered from pOZK/93-08) acts as a positive control for the anti-
3B MAb. rHN/DY-VP1 (the parental strain); Y2098F (rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, containing Y2098F mutations);
V2090A-S2093F (rHN/DY-VP1V2090A-S2093F, containing V2090A-S2093F mutations); V2090A-S2093H
(rHN/DY-VP1V2090A-S2093H, containing V2090A-S2093H mutations); V2090A-S2093H-Y2098F
(rHN/DY-VP1V2090A-S2093H-Y2098F, containing V2090A-S2093H-Y2098F mutations)

Figure 2

The growth characteristics of the engineered mutated viral strains. (a) The plaque morphologies of
mutated viral strains, including (rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A-S203F, rHN/DY-VP1V2090A-
S203H and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A-S2093H-Y2098F), formed in BHK-21 cells, were similar to that of the
parental virus (rHN/DY-VP1) in BHK-21 cells. (b) The growth kinetics study performed on BHK-21 cells.
The average log10 titers are shown at the different time points (0, 4, 8, 12, and 20 h post absorption), as
indicated on the graph, over a 20-h period after the infection with the parental and mutated FMDV
serotype O strains. Error bars indicate s.d.
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Figure 3

The thermal and the pH inactivation kinetics of the FMDV serotype O parental and the mutated strains
tested in duplicate. The inactivation rate of the parental and recombinant viral strains was calculated and
plotted following the heat treatment at 42°C for 4 h (a), or at 49°C for 1h (c), or with the TNE buffer at pH
6.0 for 2 h (e). The average log10 titers of the viral strains assayed with two different inactivation
experiments are shown. The respective logarithmic values of the titers of the viral strains at the different
time points (0, 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 180, and 240 min post the infection) were linearly �tted and the
slopes were assayed, the average titers of the viral strains following heat treatment at 42°C (b) or 49°C (d)
or following the pH treatment (f) at the aforementioned time points were compared with the initial titers to
calculate the remaining percentages of the infectious viral virions left over times
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Figure 4

The Immunogenicity of the inactivated wild-type and the thermally stabilized viral strains. (a) The Mean
viral neutralizing-antibody titer (VNT) (log10)) with the pigs vaccinated with the puri�ed inactivated
parental and mutant viral strains. Groups of pigs, with four pigs in each group were vaccinated with either
the parental viral strain rHN/DY-VP1 or the mutated viral strains rHN/DY-VP1Y2098F(Y2098F), rHN/DY-
VP1V2090A-S2093H (V2090A-S2093H), and rHN/DY-VP1V2090A-S2093H-Y2098F (V2090A-S2093H-
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Y2098F). The blood then were sampled and assayed at 0, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35 and 42 days pv. Error bars
indicate s.d. (b) The Virus Neutralization Test (VNT)s of guinea pigs were carried out to assess the
immunogenic effectiveness of the inactivated virions after 4-month of long-term storage. Before the
immunization, the formulated vaccines were stored for 4 months at 4 °C. Two groups of guinea pigs, with
ten in each group were vaccinated with either the parental strain or the mutated strains, and VNTs were
then assessed at 28 days pv. Error bars indicate s.d. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. (c) The VNTs with
the guinea pigs were used to assess the immunogenicity of the inactivated virions after a 6-month of
long-term storage. The aliquots of the putative vaccines formulated with the parental and mutated viral
strains were almost equal to each other after the putative vaccines stored for 6 months at 4 °C before the
inoculation of the guinea pigs. Error bars indicate s.d. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.


